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The studies based on visual perception indicate that human observers will

mostly focus on just a small but important part of the video sequence. Because

of the need of resources for learning more about the optimal use of visual infor-

mation in the transmission problem, here we propose a novel theory that deals

with monitoring and controlling processes in progressive transmission. For ex-

ample, we treat with the emergence of a region-based approach, the paradigm

of prioritization and the dynamics of low-cost transmission and exploratory

effort, the optimal bit saving path and the equilibrium of a transmission. We

also study the relevance of knowledge from bit-saving in progressive transmis-

sion.

Introduction

Very low bit rate coding methods are basically from two different classes. The first includes

block-based techniques such as H.263 and MPEG-2 (1, 2) which are relatively easy to imple-

ment and give fair image quality at low bit rates. But artifacts become visible and the visual

quality is bad at very low bit rates. The second class includes the second-generation video-
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coding methods (3), such as segmentation-based coding (4) as well as object-based coding (5,6).

They use object regions instead of rectangular blocks for efficient compression, but the quality

and bit rate vary dramatically depending on the approach andheavily depend on the quality

of object segmentation and the representation of a region. In most of the object-based coding

techniques, segmentation and motion estimation techniques are computationally very expen-

sive and the accurate representation of the shape of moving objects is the necessary condition to

achieve the goal of good compression result (7). In contrast, block-based video coding such as

H.263 (8) does not suffer from these problems but it does not support any of the content-based

functionalities which are required by the MPEG-4 (9).

The studies based on visual perception indicate that human observers will mostly focus

on just a small but important part of the video sequence. It isso proposed as the attention

model (10). Thus, visual information with more attention-attraction potential will be more

sensitive to coding error, and should be presented at a higher quality to get a better overall

quality. But human visual system is extremely complex, and many of its properties are not well

understood even today. Humans tend to use high-level concepts in everyday life, however what

computer techniques often extract are mostly low-level features.

Because of the need of resources for learning more about the optimal use of visual infor-

mation in the transmission problem, we propose a novel theory that deals with monitoring and

controlling processes in progressive transmission. In thedevelopment of this control theory

of progressive transmission, we made repeated use of Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle, (11).

To this aim, optimization problems need to be put into the form of a Bolzano problem which

involves a number of state variables which can change over time. Following this approach, we

study the emergence of a region-based approach, the paradigm of prioritization and the dynam-

ics of low-cost transmission and exploratory effort, the optimal bit saving path, and finally the

relevance of knowledge from bit-saving in progressive transmission.
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The Optimal Use of Visual Information

In the absence of a priori knowledge about regions of interest, does dysfunctional behavior in

the subband pyramid lead to the emergence of a region-based approach to image transmission

as complexity grows? A model of image transmission which links simplification of information

and time to produce a transmission plan to the bit-rate cost of the transmission, and where the

decoded output is affected negatively by those factors thatreduce the quality of the transmission

plan and delay its preparation, will answer the question in two steps (12).

First we need to characterize the variables (degrees of simplification and subordination)

through which we expect to control, at any truncation time, the optimum transmission system.

In this case we may observe that transform-domain coefficients exhibit self-seeking behavior if

errors which result from the transmission plan increase as the distance of the coefficient from

the top of the hierarchy grows.

Second we use the degree of detail which arrives at the central control in any system of

progressive transmission to derive conditions under whichthe likelihood of emergence of a

region-based approach to progressive transmission grows with the increase of complexity of the

picture. We find that the presence of self-seeking coefficients leads to a higher likelihood of

emergence of a region-based approach as complexity rises.

Another interesting problem is the prioritization of several deposits of visual information

which are equally accessible within the image transform butdiffer in relevance for humans.

The paradigm of prioritization is to select the highest-importance deposit of visual information

to be transmitted first. From the study of the optimal prioritization profile of a progressive

image transmission with several deposits of visual information, it follows that there exist cir-

cumstances in which it is optimal to transmit from relatively low-importance deposits of visual

information before turning to relatively high-importancedeposits of image information. That is,
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we will provide a set of sufficient conditions under which optimality does not imply the trans-

mission of deposits in strict sequence of importance, beginning with the highest-importance

deposit.

If we assume that the rent component of profit on the optimal transmission path (i.e., profit

minus transmission cost) would steadily decrease, the system should prefer to transmit a unit

of visual information at this time over conserving it for thefuture. But if the rent component

shifts from declining to rising over time, heavy losses may be incurred in the form of foregone

transmission opportunities in the future. In particular, (13) shows the difficulty of predicting the

rent component of profit, using a model of bit depletion from control theory. The transmission

system must simultaneously determine transmission rates that balance total profit from bit allo-

cation with transmission costs. The objective is maximize the present value of the satisfaction

derived from progressive transmission over the future, subject to constraints imposed by the

initial conditions and the prioritization and transmission technologies. The analytical results

demonstrate an oscillatory behaviour over time of the rent component of profit depending on

the incremental cost of cumulative transmission and not thecurrent marginal transmission cost.

The oscillatory behaviour of rent over time necessitates devising a stabilizing scheme for

its optimal use in the transmission, since heavy losses may be incurred in the form of foregone

transmission opportunities in the future if the transmission system prefers to transmit data at

this time over conserving (at least a part of them) for the future. It calls for a saving rate and

an accumulation of low-cost bits at the present time than would be unnecessary in the case of

a steadily declining rent component of profit. The system would then modify the transmission

condition accordingly to render it dynamically efficient over time.

But the exhaustibility of bit streams with low transmissioncost (using some coding strategy)

could also restrict the efficiency at low bit rates. Hence there is a concern for this problem and

understanding its implications is essential to the attainment of efficiency in intertemporal mod-
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els of progressive transmission. In fact the issue of depletion in low-cost bit reserves forces us to

think about bit allocation over time: The more we allocate low-cost bit reserves for transmission

at this time, the less will be available at higher bit rates.

Using Control Theory it follows that there are at least threeforces offsetting the limita-

tions imposed by exhaustible (low-cost) bit reserves in progressive transmission, (14): Optimal

exploratory activity to build the knowledge base up to a level that reduces encoding costs; op-

timal bit saving path to render the transmission condition dynamically efficient over time; and

sustained improvement in transmission technology.

Bit streams can be prioritized in response to the use of a prioritization protocol, but only a

part of the prioritized low-cost bitstreams is to be transmitted to the decoder at this time. The

level of transmission technology at any time may also be augmented by investing part of the

gross income in transmission improvement. The rest of prioritized bitstreams is to be added to

a knowledge base from bit-saving, which increases the knowledge of the transmission system

about the significance of this particular information whichwas not sent to the decoder at the

time of its prioritization.

Thus, the knowledge base from bit-saving allows the transmission system to distinguish

between the prioritized bitstreams not sent to the decoder at the time of their prioritization, and

the rest of image information which was not prioritized, yet. It is a bit saving just reducing

the amount of transmitted bits at this present time, but additions to the knowledge base may be

transmitted later following an improved transmission technology at higher bit rates.

Another control problem is to choose bit-allocation, bit-reserves use and investment in trans-

mission improvement over time so as to maximize the discounted utility of low-cost transmis-

sion. It uncovers the exact role and relevance of knowledge from bit-saving in the optimal

transmission path (15). For the postulated model we have found that along the optimal trans-

mission path the rate of change of the rate of return on bit-reserves use equals the rate of return
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on knowledge from bit-saving.

Also, we have found that the discounted instantaneous marginal utility of bit-allocation

changes at a rate equal to the rate of the return on knowledge from bit-saving minus the discount

rate (which will be introduced in the analysis to be able to compute the discounted utility of

transmission at higher bit rates).

We have also determined the rule for optimal investment in transmission technology (over

time): Along the optimal transmission path, investment in technology should be carried out up

to the point where the growth rate in the marginal rate of accumulation of technology equals

the difference between the marginal product due to an extra unit of investment and the marginal

product of knowledge from bit-saving.

Experimental Results

In order to test the practical relevance of this control theory several experiments are performed

as follows.

The H-REVIC video coder, (16), is an example of application of the control theory for

progressive transmission of video sequences. The softwareof the video codec may be accessed

in http://decsai.ugr.es/cvg/revic.

The 3D spatio-temporal orientation trees coupled with powerful SPIHT sorting and refine-

ment, (17), renders 3D-SPIHT video coder, (18), so efficient that it provides performance supe-

rior to that of MPEG-2 and comparable to that of H.263 (which are generally used nowadays)

with minimal system complexity. That is, 3D-SPIHT is one wavelet-based coder that exhibits

state-of-the-art compression performance.

The comparative performance of the 3D-SPIHT and the proposed coder H-REVIC without

motion filtering, is here tested on a set of real-world videos. In both cases the embedded coding

was performed without motion compensated filtering, since the transmission of parameters is
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critical at very low bit rates (if motion compensated temporal filtering would be applied we will

need to code motion vectors).

The compound gain (CG) between a test imageI and decoded outcomeO is a generalization

of the Kullback-Leibler joint information gain of various random variables such that, it satisfies

a number of natural properties as given in (19). The main result of the study in Reference (20)

is the finding that a generalization of the Kullback-Leiblerjoint information gain of various ran-

dom variables, called “compound gain”, appears to relate tovisual distinctness as perceived by

human observers. Given any coding scheme the CG may then be applied to quantify the visual

distinctness by means of the difference between the original imageI and decoded images at

various bit rates. It allows us to analyze the behavior of coders from the viewpoint of the visual

distinctness of their decoded outputs, taking into accountthat an optimal coder in this sense

tends to produce the lowest value of the CG. The software and documentation of the compound

gain may be accessed in the Internet site with URL ofhttp://decsai.ugr.es/cvg/CG

or by anonymous ftp todecsai.ugr.es with the pathpub/cvg/software in the com-

pressed tar filecg.tar.gz.

Figs. 1 and 2, are given to illustrate the objective quality of H-REVIC and SPIHT. These

figures give the comparative performance of the two methods using the Compound Gain (CG)

as distortion measure. As can be seen from these figures, the CG distortion values predict a

better visual fidelity using H-REVIC than with the SPIHT reconstructions.

We have developed an algorithm, called as the SAVING coder, (15), which permits us to

implement a bit saving path following the control theory of bit saving. It is based on the utility-

per-coding-bit optimization (21). The software and documentation may be accessed in the

Internet site with URL ofhttp://decsai.ugr.es/cvg/REWIC.

Here we perform a comparison in objective performance of thestate of the art codec in

progressive transmission, i.e., the set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT), (17), against
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Figure 1: Objective quality of H-REVIC and SPIHT using the Compound Gain (CG) as distor-
tion measure, for a sequence of moving targets.
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Figure 2: Objective quality of H-REVIC and SPIHT for Tennis sequence.
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the SAVING coder using an objective procedure for coder selection, given in (20). The test

dataset is composed of twenty512 × 512 grayscale images (Fig. 3).

Given a test imageI, let{Ispiht

q(1) , · · · , Ispiht

q(K) } be the set of SPIHT decoded outputs at bit rates

q(1), · · · , q(K); {ISAV ING
q(1) , · · · , ISAV ING

q(K) } be the set of SAVING reconstructions at the same

bit ratesq(1), · · · , q(K). The compound gainCG may then be applied to quantify the visual

distinctness by means of the difference between the original imageI and reconstructions at bit

ratesq(i):

f(SPIHT, i) = CG(I, I
spiht

q(i) ) . (1)

and similarly,f(SAVING, i). It allows us to analyze the behavior of both coders across bit rates

q(i). The optimal coder achieves the lowest value off(†, i), for all i = 1, 2, · · · , K, over lossy

coders in the class being compared (e.g., SAVING and SPIHT).

Once distortion functionsf(†, i) have been calculated following equation (1), we make use

of an objective criterion for coder selection based on the overall difference between the two

functionsf(SPIHT, i) andf(SAVING, i), which can be measured by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov

(K-S) test to a certain required level of significance as follows:

Coder Selection Procedure: SAVING vs. SPIHT. In the language of statistical hypothesis

testing, the coding scheme SAVING is significantly better than SPIHT for test imageI if the

following two conditions are true:

(1) f(SAVING, i) ≤ f(SPIHT, i), for the 90 per cent of the bit ratesq(i), with i = 1, 2, · · · , K;

and

(2) we disprove, to a certain required level of significance,the null hypothesis of a Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test that two data sets{f(SAVING, i) | i = 1, 2, · · · , K} and{f(SPIHT, i) | i =

1, 2, · · · , K} are drawn from the same population distribution function.
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Figure 3: Dataset of512 × 512 images

Condition 1 takes into account that an optimal coder tends toproduce the lowest value of

f(†, i) across bit rates, and disproving the null hypothesis in condition 2 in effect proves data

sets{f(SAVING, i) | i = 1, 2, · · · , K} and{f(SPIHT, i) | i = 1, 2, · · · , K} are from different

distributions.

For the dataset of512 × 512 images (Fig. 3), eight out of twenty test images (40 %) have

passed conditions (1) and (2) in the coder selection procedure (SAVING versus SPIHT): Test

images #7, #9, #10, #11, #12, #16, #19, and #20 (see Fig. 1). Hence, SAVING is significantly

better than SPIHT with high confidence level for forty per cent of the dataset of512 × 512 test

images.

By the contrary SPIHT is significantly better than SAVING with high confidence level for

five per cent of the test dataset. One out of twenty test imageshas passed the two respective
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conditions in the coder selection procedure (SPIHT versus SAVING): Test image #17 (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4 illustrates the subjective quality of the SAVING coder and the SPIHT coder. This

figure shows that SPIHT reconstruction exhibits bad visual fidelity at 80:1 compression ratio

since noise data was incorrectly prioritized before significant visual information from the mam-

mographic area. But the SAVING output is fair at 80:1 since granular microcalcifications are

clearly detected in the mammographic section.
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